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Résumé/abstract  
 

Cet article démontre que les progrès technologiques dans la production d'énergie renouvelable 

peut influencer la trajectoire de l'extraction de combustibles fossiles indirectement par un 

changement dans le taux d'intérêt d'équilibre. Nous montrons dans un modèle simple que 

l'effet indirect peut être si fort que les niveaux d'extraction augmentent avec le progrès 

technologique. 
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This paper demonstrates that technological progress in production of renewable energy can 

influence the extraction path of fossil fuels indirectly by a change in the equilibrium interest 

rate. We show in a simple model that the indirect effect can be so strong that first-period or 

even aggregate extraction levels rise with technological progress. 
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1 Introduction

It is a wide-spread belief that technological progress is the key to a sustainable future in

which an economy will rely less on exhaustible resources, but predominantly on renew-

able resources. This is an obvious conclusion if renewable resources are able to substitute

exhaustible resources completely. However, given the strong reliance on exhaustible re-

sources, it seems as if exhaustible resources will still play an important role as an input into

production and consumption. Thus, it seems reasonable to discuss green technological

progress in an environment in which exhaustible and renewable resources are concurrently

in use.1 The purpose of this paper is to show that in such a framework, general equilib-

rium e¤ects of technological progress of a backstop technology can yield some interesting

results: the progress may induce a rise in the rate of interest, resulting in increases in

current extraction (and possibly aggregate extraction) of the exhaustible resources.

We conduct our analysis using an intentionally simple two period model in which all

markets, including the market for future consumption goods, are perfectly competitive.

Furthermore, we con�ne our analysis to the case in which the exhaustible resource is

not completely exhausted in equilibrium so we may also consider changes in aggregate

extraction. Our model clearly demonstrates that general equilibrium e¤ects can be im-

portant: it can be perilous to ignore general equilibrium repercussions.2 The innovation

of our paper is that by endogenizing the interest rate, we identify the interest rate channel

by which indirect e¤ects of green technological progress can dominate its direct e¤ects,

thereby leading to increased extraction.

2 The model

We employ a two period model of resource extraction. In any period t; t 2 f1; 2g, a
composite (numeraire) good Yt is produced using energy, Et, and a composite factor,

1Thus we depart from a common assumption in resource economics: a so-called backstop technology
comes on stream to replace exhaustible resources only when they have become too expensive, ruling out
the simultaneous use of both the exhaustible resource and the renewable resource. (See e.g. Hoel, 1978,
1983, 2008, Dasgupta and Heal, 1979, Dasgupta and Stiglitz, 1981)

2Even in a partial equilibrium setup, intertemporal responses can be di¤erent to those in a purely
static model (see for example Hoel, 2008, 2011, Sinn, 2008, and Welsch and Stähler, 1990). Papers which
have a general equilibrium �avor, however, are either too complex to isolate the interest rate e¤ect (Ploeg
and Withagen, 2012), or assume utilities that are linear in the numeraire (Grafton et al., 2012) or set the
interest rate to zero (Eichner and Pethig, 2011).
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denoted by Kyt, where the subscript denotes the use of the factor.
3 Energy Et can be

obtained from fossil fuel Rt and from renewable resources denoted by xt, and both are

perfect substitutes such that Et = Rt + xt. The backstop technology allows to convert

the composite output into (renewable) energy, denoted by x. To produce one unit of x in

period t one must use � units of the composite good where � is the technological parameter.

We assume � is the same for both periods. The net output of the composite good, intended

for consumption and denoted by Q, is equal to Qt = Yt��xt = F (Rt+xt; Kyt)��xt. We
assume that the production function is of Cobb-Douglas type such that f(et) = e

�
t with

et = Et=Kyt and 0 < � < 1.

To extract the quantity Rt, the representative extracting �rm must use the composite

factor, and we denote by KRt the use of this factor in resource extraction. We assume

rising extraction costs; and the input of the composite factor required in period 2 depends

on how much was extracted in period 1. The input requirements for the two periods are

given by

KR1 =
1

2
R21; KR2 = �R1R2 +

1

2
R22; (1)

where � 2 [0; 1] measures the strength of the required increase in extraction inputs due
to rising costs across both periods. We close the supply side of model by the factor

market clearing condition for the composite factor and the stock-�ow condition that the

sum of extractions over the two periods must not exceed the available stock S, that

is Kyt + KRt = K; and R1 + R2 � S, where K is a constant in both periods. The

demand side of the model is given by the behavior of a representative consumer who

maximizes her intertemporal utility U(c1; c2) subject to c1 + (1=(1 + i))c2 = W0 where

W0 is endogenous and equal to the sum of discounted incomes. For the sake of simplicity,

we assume that K is �xed (no accummulation), and storing the consumption good is not

possible, which implies that ct = Qt. The utility function U(�) is well-behaved such that
U1 > 0; U2 > 0; U11 < 0; U22 < 0; U12 � 0 and U11U22�U212 > 0 where the subscripts denote
partial derivatives w.r.t. consumption in the respective period. Utility maximization leads

to

U1(Q1; Q2)� (1 + i)U2(Q1; Q2) = 0: (2)

3Having a (composite) factor of production allows us to incorporate the income e¤ects of green tech-
nological progress in a simple yet meaningful way.
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In this paper we focus on the case that the resource is not completely exhausted, that

is, R1+R2 < S.4 Since the resource is used simultaneously with the backstop technology,

it must be the case that the �nal good producers are paying the same price for both

energy inputs, i.e., � = FEt � f 0(et). Then the factor price of the composite factor is

w = f(et)� etf 0(et). Note that this factor price is endogenously determined and that its
time invariance is an equilibrium result, due to the assumption that � is the same for both

periods. Resource owners choose R1 and R2 to maximize the discounted sum of pro�t

�R1 � wKR1 + (1=(1 + i)) [�R2 � wKR2 ]. Let us de�ne the input price ratio

� � �

w(�)
=

�

(1� �)
�
�
�

� �
��1
;
d�

d�
=

1

(1� �)w > 0: (3)

where we have used the equilibrium factor price.5 An increase in the e¢ ciency of the

backstop technology (a fall in �) is equivalent to a decrease in �. Rewriting w, we see the

e¤ect of technological progress on the factor price of the composite factor,

w(�) = (1� �)(1��)�����; dw
d�
= ��w

�
; (4)

whose size depends on the importance of the composite factor as measured by �. Using e =

(xt+Rt)=Kyt, the net output in each period can be expressed as Qt = wK+(�Rt � wKRt)

so that the net output is equal to the payment to the composite factor plus the pure

pro�t of the resource-extracting sector. Since R1 > 0 and R2 > 0 and the resource is not

exhausted, the marginal resource rent must be zero. Solving for extractions, we obtain

R1 = �

�
1 + i� �
1 + i� �2

�
; (5)

R2 = �

�
1 + i� � � i�
1 + i� �2

�
: (6)

Di¤erentiation yields

4In Long and Stähler (2012), we employ a more speci�c model and consider also the case of exhaustion.
The case of exhaustion, however, is less interesting because aggregate extraction is �xed and green
technological progress can only change the time path of extraction.

5Since f 0(et) = �e
��1
t = � is constant across both periods, the energy intensity is also constant such

that et = e = (�=�)1=(��1); and therefore w = f(et)� etf 0(et) = (1� �)e� .
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@R1
@i

=
��(1� �)
(1 + i� �2)2

> 0;
@R2
@i

= � ��2(1� �)
(1 + i� �2)2

< 0; (7)

@R1
@i

+
@R2
@i

=
��(1� �)2

(1 + i� �2)2
> 0; (8)

@R1
@�

=
1 + i� �
1 + i� �2

>
@R2
@�

=
1 + i� � � i�
1 + i� �2

> 0; (9)

and shows that (i) at a constant i, both extraction levels decline with technological pro-

gress, but that the e¤ect is larger for period 1 extractions, and that (ii) an increase in the

interest rate increases (decreases) period 1 (2) extractions and increases aggregate extrac-

tion. We �nd that an equilibrium, with simultaneous use of the backstop technology and

resources in both periods and no exhaustion as given by (5), (6) and (2), exists if both

the resource stock and the capital stock are not too small, and that Q1 > Q2.6

We now scrutinize the potential ambiguity of technological progress on the resource

extraction path. We �nd:

Proposition 1 The e¤ect of technological progress on the interest rate and resource ex-
tractions is ambiguous. If the interest rate increases su¢ ciently with technological pro-

gress, (i) �rst period extraction will increase, (ii) second-period extractions will decline

and (iii) aggregate extractions will increase.

Proof: See Appendix.

What is the intuition for the ambiguity for the interest rate? Technological progress

has a positive income e¤ect which increases consumption in both periods. If the interest

rate stayed constant, resource extractions would decline in both periods, but from eq.

(9) we see that the e¤ect is smaller for the second period. This direct e¤ect on resource

extractions, if acting in isolation, would, ceteris paribus, lead to a stronger decline in the

supply of output in period 1 compared to period 2. However, at constant interest rate,

the technological progress alone increases output in both periods. Taking both e¤ects

together, at constant interest rate, the output increase in period 2 can be greater than

in period 1. The e¤ects on consumer behavior now depend on the intertemporal utility

function. Suppose that this utility function exhibits a su¢ ciently strong preference for

6Proofs are available upon request.
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present goods. To induce consumers to increase the ratio of second period consumption

to �rst period consumption in this case, the interest rate must rise as to clear the market

for future consumption goods. If this increase in the interest rate is large enough, the

indirect e¤ect will outweigh the direct e¤ect of technological progress of the competing

backstop technology, resulting in an increase in period 1 resource extractions. Even more,

although second-period extractions must decline when they increase in the �rst period,

the interest rate e¤ect can be so strong that aggregate resource extractions may increase

with technological progress.

3 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have deliberately employed a very simple general equilibrium model of

resource extractions in the presence of a backstop technology. We have shown that tech-

nological progress has an income e¤ect which may not lead to resource-saving behavior.

We also expect that similar results may arise when considering other e¤ects, for example

the e¤ects of taxing resource uses. We do not claim the universal dominance of our e¤ect,

but we would like to advise that general equilibrium e¤ects may lead to unwarranted

side-e¤ects. Of course, our results certainly rely on our assumption that production must

be equal to consumption in each period. If we think of the composite factor as capital and

allow investment, intertemporal consumption patterns could be smoothed. However, it

seems that the interest rate e¤ect could still be present. Furthermore, if investment aug-

ments the capital stock, it will make the marginal product of resource inputs increase and

potentially add another extraction-increasing e¤ect. In any case, it seems to us that the

assumption of a constant interest rate may ignore important general equilibrium e¤ects

if the problem at hand is of signi�cance.
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Appendix
We rewrite the equilibrium conditions, (5), (6) and (2) as

f(�) = (1 + i� �2)R1 � �(1 + i� �) = 0;
g(�) = (1 + i� �2)R2 � �(1 + i)(1� �) = 0;
h(�) = (1 + i)U2(Q1; Q2)� U1(Q1; Q2) = 0;

where
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Q1 = w

�
K + �R1 �

1

2
R21

�
;

Q2 = w

�
K + �R2 � �R1R2 �

1

2
R22

�
:

Total di¤erentiation yields2664
fR1 0 fi

0 fR1 gi

hR1 0 hi

3775
| {z }

=A

2664
dR1

dR2

di

3775 =
2664
�f�
�g�
�h�

3775 d�

where

fR1 = gR2 = 1 + i� �2 > 0; fi = R1 � � < 0; gi = R2 � �(1� �) > 0;

because R1 < � and

R2 = �
(1 + i)(1� �)
1 + i� �2

> �(1� �), 1 + i > 1 + i� �2;

f� = �(1 + i� �) < 0; g� = �(1 + i)(1� �) < 0;

hR1 = ((1 + i)U12 � U11)w(� �R1)� w�R2((1 + i)U22 � U12) > 0;

hR2 = w((1 + i)U22 � U12)(� � �R1 �R2) = 0

because �R1 +R2 = �,

hi = U2 > 0;

h� = ((1 + i)U22 � U12)
�
wR2 �

�Q2
�

�
� ((1 + i)U11 � U12))

�
wR1 �

�Q1
�

�
:

Note that h� is ambiguous in sign, and that this ambiguity implies that the direct e¤ect
of a technology change on the interest rate, that is

di

d�
jdR1=dR2=0 = �

h�
hi
:
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is ambiguous. Expanding the matrix A along the �rst row yields the determinant

det(A) = fR1(fR1hi � fihR1) > 0

which proves that the equilibrium is unique. De�ne

A1 =

2664
�f� 0 fi

�g� fR1 gi

�h� 0 hi

3775 ; A2 =
2664
fR1 �f� fi

0 �g� gi

hR1 �h� hi

3775 ; A3 =
2664
fR1 0 �f�
0 fR1 �g�
hR1 0 �h�

3775
so that the changes with � are given by

dR1
d�

=
det(A1)

det(A)
;
dR2
d�

=
det(A2)

det(A)
;
di

d�
=
det(A3)

det(A)

according to Cramer�s Rule. Since det(A) > 0, the signs of the changes are
given by sign (dR1=d�) = sign (det(A1)) ; sign (dR2=d�) = sign (det(A2)) ; sign (di=d�) =
sign (det(A3)) where the determinants

det(A1) = fR1(�f�hi + fih�);
det(A2) = fR1(�g�hi + gih�) + f�(�gihR1) + fig�hR1 ;
det(A3) = fR1(�h�fR1 + hR1f�)

are all ambiguous in sign. If the direct e¤ect on the interest rate for given resource
extractions, measured by h�, and the responsiveness of �rst period resource extraction to
the interest rate, measured by fi, are su¢ ciently strong, �rst-period extraction will go up
with technological progress, that is, dR1=d� < 0. h� > 0 implies dR2=d� > 0 because the
interest rate has the opposite e¤ect on the response of second-period extraction to the
interest rate (gi < 0).
Now consider aggregate resource extractionR1+R2, and we �nd that det(A1)+det(A2)

has the same sign as d(R1 +R2)=d� and is ambiguous because

det(A1) + det(A2) = fR1h�(fi + gi)| {z }
� if h�>0

+ fR1(�f�)hi + fR1(�g�)hi + f�(�gihR1) + fig�hR1| {z }
+

as

fi + gi = R1 +R2 � � � �(1� �) = �
�(1� �)2�
1 + i� �2

< 0:
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